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In your opinion, opt-out HIV testing should begin at what age?
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Background
In 2006, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
recommended routine Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) testing in
all patients 13-64 years old, regardless of risk factors. UCSF Benioff
Children’s Hospital Oakland is the second pediatric institution in the
United States to implement routine opt-out HIV testing. A serum HIV
antibody+antigen detection assay was chosen as the screening test.
Despite several interventions to educate providers on the initiative and
an overall offer rate of 73%, our primary care clinic testing rates have
remained low (20% of eligible patients). This study aimed at elucidating
providers' reasons for not testing all eligible patients.
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38 residents and 10 attending physicians completed the survey (61%
and 50% of those surveyed, respectively).
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Methods

Providers perceived that offering opt-out HIV testing added only
1-2 minutes to their workflow.

48%

79% agreed that routine HIV testing should begin at age 13 or 14
(fig. 1)
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The majority felt "very comfortable" offering testing; most
providers reported positive experiences discussing HIV testing with
parents in the room.

31%

The 3 main reasons chosen for not offering routine HIV testing to
an eligible patient were (fig. 2):
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1. "It's a focused visit/sick visit, I deferred it to the next physical" (58%)
2. "I meant to offer it, but then I forgot" (42%)
3. "I don't want to add significant time to the visit" (35%).
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Attending physicians and pediatric residents completed a voluntary webbased survey on attitudes towards HIV testing in primary care clinics,
reasons for not offering HIV testing to eligible patients, experiences
offering routine HIV testing with parents in the room, and suggestions for
improving testing rates.
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Results

18 yrs - 2%
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What are your top reasons for not offering a routine HIV test to an eligible patient
in Primary Care (select up to 3)

%

The two most common suggestions for increasing testing rates were:
“Shorter wait times for phlebotomy" (33%)
Offering use of “a point of care test” (33%).

Conclusion

Examples of Promotional Materials Aimed at Providers & Patients :

Most respondents agreed with the need for routine HIV testing starting in
early adolescence. They felt comfortable discussing the test with patients
and families. Areas for improvement include educating providers to test
even during sick visits; devising more effective reminders that HIV
testing is indicated; and expediting testing by increasing phlebotomy staff
or identifying and utilizing a more effective point of care test.

Example of EPIC Electronic Medical Record HIV Screen Best Practice Advisor (BPA):

Benefits of the EPIC Best Practice Advisory:
Determines who is eligible

{

13 years or older
no HIV screen in the last 12 months
is not known to be HIV infected

Provides a ready visible opt-out script
Two-Clicks to order HIV screening test
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